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Psychometric 
assessment 
and effective 
analysis.



Psychometric Assessment and Development Technology – 
The Power to Know in Advance

Every employer would like to know in advance which candidate is right for the 

position, and how to manage and motivate them. It is also true that in every  

organisation, some team members just seem to require a great deal more  

support and assistance than others despite having the potential to do better.  

Everyone, regardless of their relative scores, can improve their job performance by 

following appropriate development solutions and by focusing on areas that may 

need improvement.

Unlike most providers of psychometrics, we provide a service that goes way  

beyond just screening applicants. We believe employers are paying too 

much if the only value they get out of an assessment is to identify a suitable  

candidate, and then file the report away. As part of the service, we teach the  

employer/manager how to use the information to induct the person, how to 

manage and motivate, how to anticipate development needs and to use the data 

as a basis for longer-term performance management.

In terms of team effectiveness and employee engagement, we provide  

assessment services and training to both large and smaller entities in both the 

public and private sectors, equipping management in terms of both improving 

their own performance as leaders, and improving their personal performance as 

managers and coaches. 
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Business success 
through creating 
effective people 
behaviours.



We tend to think that due diligence is a process only large corporates (with 

an army of accountants and lawyers) use when deciding whether to acquire a  

business and to fully understand the inherent risks which invariably hide below 

the radar. On the other hand, most small to medium business owners get badly 

burned because they do not have the experience to adequately identify risks.  

We have worked with a variety of small, medium and large organisations to  

identify and manage the HR and HSE risks. We have found payrolls with  

fictitious employers & contactors, accumulated leave and days-in-lieu that amount 

to 60% of reflected staff costs, lapsed collected agreements with punishing clauses,  

uncontrolled sick-leave, unresolved personal grievances, lack of legally prescribed 

employee records, absence of fundamental HSE systems, and a host of factors 

that do not appear on the financial statements and projections. 

Our best example is a client who was able to negotiate a price reduction of 

$113,000.00 once these hidden costs/expenses/compliance requirements were 

identified and costed. Interesting, the seller was not aware of these hidden  

problems beyond a vague sense that all was not well. He told us if he knew this 

service existed, he would have asked us to do an investigation before he decided 

to sell.

The risks are not limited to the purely legal and financial considerations. In almost 

all cases, the viability and future potential of the business is vested in the skills of 

the existing employees. Nothing is more devastating to the new owner than to 

take over a vibrant new business without the full support of the old team. Our 

due diligence extends to implementing an effective transition programme that 

supports ‘business-as-usual’ during this vulnerable period.

Due Diligence
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Bridging the 
gaps between 
the ‘knowing’ 
and the ‘doing’.



In a buoyant economy, disengaged people are able to change jobs. In tough 

economic times, disengaged people take ‘sickies’. The key to understanding 

and better managing Absenteeism is acknowledging that poor management  

practices are as much to blame for bad attendance as are those people who  

cynically abuse the system. In 2005/6 we undertook a major study for a major 

airline and not only quantified the direct costs of inadequate Absenteeism and 

Attendance Management, but the indirect costs through the disruption it caused. 

The direct and estimated indirect costs of workplace disruption is $NZ10,8M. 

Since then we have successfully used this system in a variety of organisations both 

in New Zealand and Australia.

After working with a number of clients in this field since then, we have compiled 

a diagnostic which not only measures the direct cost and indirect disruption costs, 

but clearly identifies where the problem areas are together with practical steps to 

bring attendance back under control. This diagnostic is aimed at organisations 

with 80 staff or more. We are that confident of this service that we prepare to 

forgo all consulting fees should the client believe they do not have a clear set of 

practical action steps to improve attendance management.

Absenteeism and Attendance Management
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Deviant behaviours 
take place in all 
NZ businesses on 
a daily basis



Workplace deviance is voluntary behaviour that violates organisational policies 

and rules, and in doing so, threatens both the well-being of the business and their 

colleagues. The financial cost associated with such behavior is significant. The  

annual cost of workplace deviance on the US economy has been estimated to be 

as high as US$4.2 billion for workplace violence alone, US$40 to US$120 billion for 

theft, and up to US$200 billion for delinquent behaviour. As in New Zealand, there 

is a significant under-reporting of incidents.

It has been identified that 75% of employees have reportedly stolen from their  

employer at least once. Estimates also indicate that 33% to 75% of all employees have 

engaged in behaviours such as:

•	 Unnecessary	absence

•	 Coming	to	work	late	and	leaving	early

•	 Starting	negative	rumours	about	the	company

•	 Taking	excessive	breaks

•	 Covering	up	mistakes

•	 Not	complying	with	HSE

•	 Intentionally	working	slowly

•	 Work	unnecessary	overtime

•	 Misusing	telephones,	email,	internet	and	post

•	 Intentional	error	making

•	 Sabotaging	merchandise	and	equipment

•	 Misusing	expense	account	and/or	petty	cash

•	 Verbal	abuse	of	customers

•	 Fraud

•	 Theft

•	 Blaming	others	for	mistakes

•	 Abusive	behaviour	and	bullying

•	 Gossiping

•	 Aggression

Workplace Deviance



Business success 
through creating 
effective people 
behaviours.

Workplace Deviance ?

Are your aggressive, rude, or bullying 
employees destroying your bottom line?

The answer is yes!

Call us right now for a FREE consultation.
We can stop them in their tracks.

Contact Richard Motet on +64 21 343 535
richard.motet@businesspsychology.co.nz
www.businesspsychology.co.nz



•	 Sexual	harassment

•	 Uncooperative	and	obstructive	behaviour

•	 Withholding	information

•	 Manager/supervisor	favoritism	to	particular	employees

•	 Abuse	of	authority

•	 Unjustifiable	dismissal	of	employees.

One or more of these behaviours take place in all NZ businesses every day. The 

vast majority of managers have never been trained to remedy these deviant  

behaviours, and many have unintentionally contributed to the problem. The vast 

majority of organisations do not have the luxury of well-trained HR/ER managers 

who can provide managers with the expert support they need. 

Working with a number of organisations, we understand that workplace  

deviance and the associated destructive behaviours are systemic and prevent an  

organisation from meeting its goals. When communication and relationships 

break down, the workflow is disrupted and employees are not performing at their 

best. Negative behaviours are not a simple case of a bad behaving employee; it 

requires an organisation-wide set of solutions. 

After conducting an analysis of the organisation’s culture and communica-

tion processes, we work with the leadership team to create and implement an  

action plan that will eradicate deviant behaviours in the short to medium-term, and  

ensure training is provided and monitoring systems are in place to deal effectively 

with any such behaviour in future. 

Workplace Deviance (Continued...)
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The benefit for 
decision-makers 
is substantial and 
immediate.



A successful organisation knows where it is going, how it will get there and what 

it needs to do to achieve its goals. Problems occur when the business leader has a 

brilliant strategy but his management team struggle to turn these ideas into action.

This is a short but detailed diagnostic tool designed for medium to large  

organisations. It has been very well-received by CEOs and managers alike. It has 

proved especially effective in helping HR to demonstrate they add direct value to 

their organisation’s strategic direction and goals. 

The first part of the two-page diagnostic assesses Decision-Effectiveness such as 

quality, speed, execution and effort required to make effective decisions. The second 

part looks at 12 variables which have a direct impact on decision-effectiveness. 

After conducting the diagnostic, we work with the HR person (if in place) and/or  

leadership team to create and implement an action plan that builds clear action steps. 

The results are fully compatible with any Employee Engagement process planned or 

underway.

Improving Your Organisational Effectiveness

Call us Now for a FREE consultation
Contact us on +64 21 343 535
richard.motet@businesspsychology.co.nz
www.businesspsychology.co.nz
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It’s not what you 
say about yourself 
that matters. It’s 
what others say.



“I have had the pleasure to work with Richard for a number of years on several 
business critical projects. I have always found Richard to be extremely professional 
and strategic. His HR experience and skills are exceptional. Richard has the unique 
ability to link the big picture perspective with the operational realities. I would 
have no hesitation in contracting his services again or recommending him for any  
future role.” 

Top	qualities:	Great	Results,	Expert,	High	Integrity
Shane	Gorinski	–	Programme	Manager,	Vodafone

“Richard was referred to me by a colleague who is known for demanding  
extremely high standards in managing his business interests. I was not disappointed.  
Richard quickly proved himself as a highly competent professional who operates  
effectively in partnership with the business. He demonstrated the ability to get several  
projects underway without delay, keep things moving, and ensure management 
was informed at all times. I was particularly impressed by his willingness to add 
value at every opportunity and to go the extra mile in order to achieve solid results. 
Richard has an open manner which draws people to him. I have no hesitation in 
recommending Richard to those organisations that need a trusted resource who 
can operate operationally and strategically, while always keeping an eye on the 
ultimate goal.” February 9 2011.

Top	qualities:	Great	Results,	Expert,	High	Integrity
Danny	Gelb	-	General	Manager,	Southpark	Corporation

“Richard has worked on various consulting assignments with PreVisor and more  
recently SHL/PreVisor over the past four years. He displays professionalism at 
all times and is able to leverage off his considerable experience and business  
insights when working alongside colleagues and clients to very positive  
effect. He has worked on senior level Assessment, Coaching and Development  
assignments for various clients across different business sectors. Richard has significant  
Trans-Tasman experience which adds to his versatility. I would strongly recommend 
Richard as a premium provider within his areas of expertise.” May 26, 2011

Grant	Meyer	-	Director	Client	&	Professional	Services,	SHL/Previsor	Limited	(Australia)

Richard Motet Recommendations



“Richard was brought in as a contractor on my team at North Shore City  
Council (NSCC) during the transition to Auckland Council. Richard was amazing 
in the way he took the lead to set up and look after outplacement services for 
NSCC managers and staff with a passion that exceeded expectations – not your 
average contractor! He was able to support the depleted and overworked HR 
Team by offering much needed support to managers and staff. A great coach, 
he worked with many to improve their interviewing skills and confidence, and as 
a result they were much more competitive when applying for job roles. A very 
experienced and safe pair of hands, Richard could be trusted to get on and do 
whatever was needed, including taking the lead on one very tricky disciplinary 
case. Highly recommended and a great person to have on your team when the 
going gets tough.”

Beryl	Oldham	-	Acting	Group	Manager	Human	Resources
Transitional Consultant Super City. North Shore City Council

“Richard worked with me and my staff during the lead up to and the transition  
period that resulted in my department within the North Shore City Council  
being incorporated into the new Auckland Council (the “super city”). Faced with 
high levels of employee uncertainty and confusion Richard provided expert  
services in change management. He lead group and individual coaching  
sessions that reduced anxiety and gave people the tools needed to move ahead 
in the amalgamation process to secure good employment opportunities within 
the new organisation. His work helped me continue business as usual services in 
a time of great upheaval and he gave my people the security to manage their 
own transition into the new Council.” 

Top	qualities:	Expert,	Good	Value,	High	Integrity
Glenn	Harris	-	Group	Manager,	North	Shore	City	Council

“I was part of the Vodafone external legal team advising on Project Plato, and 
worked with Richard on the strategic people issues that arose from the project. 
I found Richard to be both insightful and strategic in his outlook, and able to 
demonstrate empathy for the people necessarily affected by the project. I have 
no hesitation in recommending Richard...”

Clayton	Kimpton	-	Partner,	Kensington	Swan,	Vodafone	NZ	–	Project	Plato



“Richard worked for Air New Zealand as a contract HR Project Manager from 
2005 through to 2008. He s played an important role in a variety of major  
employment relations projects. Richard was part of the core team respon-
sible for managing a number of key negotiations, consultations, collective  
agreements and subsequent restructures involving Air New Zealand Engineering  
Services (ANZES) during this tumultuous period. He demonstrated the same  
commitment to achieving rock-solid performance in case-managing a number 
of very sensitive issues during this time period. 

Richard proved himself to be an effective, competent, hard-working, resilient 
and reliable professional who can be trusted to deliver solid results even in the 
most challenging and confrontational situations. 

He is exactly the right person to have in your corner when failure is not an  
option. I recommend him without hesitation.” 

Quentin Baxter - Employment Relations Manager, Air New Zealand

“It is a pleasure to work with a HR professional who is passionate about  
achieving pragmatic and sustainable results for the client. Richard has the  
ability to zero-in on core issues in a variety of situations and he is highly  
effective in crafting solutions consistent with the big picture. This applies equally 
to his resolution of specific issues or when he is required to chart human resource 
strategies with clearly articulated and measurable outcomes. 

In addition to his HR technical skills, business acumen, and experience working 
in both Australian and New Zealand based organisations, Richard stands out as 
a thoroughly reliable individual who builds trust and respect among people at 
all levels. I recommend Richard without hesitation.” 

Top	qualities:	Great	Results,	Expert,	Creative
Chris Cavanagh - Country Manager, KSB Engineering



“Richard is a true HR consultant, with a clear understanding of business needs 
and delivering pragmatic solutions. At Feltex he successfully completed, within 
tight timeframes, a comprehensive review of collective employment agreements, 
to deliver an integrated perspective of a complex set of agreements covering a 
number of plants and operations. 

Where Richard really stood out, was his incisive and crisp summary of pertinent 
issues. His review was critical in developing a longer term IR/ER strategy and the 
review was still being referred to, as valuable input, years after the initial project. 

Richard has a very professional approach and delivers excellent value. I would 
highly recommend Richard and would have no hesitation in using his services 
again.” February 9, 2011

Top	qualities:	Great	Results,	Expert,	High	Integrity
Charles	Van	Heerden	-	General	Manager	Human	Resources,	Feltex	Group

“Richard provided excellent and timely guidance for recruitment in Melbourne. 
Subsequently from time to time we have connected in NZ and anytime we get 
to work together, Richard’s professionalism and skill (and humour!) are always 
valued. A good friend!” 

Ray Bishop - Knowledge Management Manager, AANZES

“I worked with Richard in 2001 where he worked in HR on reorganization 
and change management covering Brisbane, Melbourne and other parts of 
our business in Australia. He was responsible for the management of several  
challenging and complex performance issues and HR projects. He had a “can 
do” approach, a great personality and excellent communication skills that  
enabled him to cut through the dross and produce results in a very challenging 
environment. He was a pleasure to work with.” 

Des	Ashton	-	General	Manager	Aircraft	Heavy	Maintenance,	Ansett	Australia



“When we were planning for growth, strategizing and developing long term 
goals, Richard contributed positively with innovative, entrepreneurial ideas and 
when we returned to everyday life, he ran the HR department in silky, smooth 
way that always seemed to be there to support the other departments but  
never intruded. The HR department under his direction was the oil that enabled 
a large smooth machine to be very successful. 

He is a fixer, a sustainer and a relationship builder that given the opportunity,  
I would jump at the chance to work with again.” 

Dario	Murkovic	-	Chief	Accountant,	Group	Treasury	and	International	
Division, First National Bank of South Africa.

““Richard delivers what’s required and knows what can be achieved. 
His extensive experience in a wide range of businesses has shown him how to 
resolve the inevitable obstacles encountered with change projects and a variety 
of business challenges. He is strongly principled and will call it the way he sees it, 
but in the right way. It is my professional opinion that any CEO would know their 
business was in safe hands with Richard involved at an executive level.”

Cherri Holland - 2IC to Manpower Planning/Career Path Development 
Manager, Barclays National Bank 



B.Soc.Sci (Psychology & 
Industrial Psychology) 
A.E.P (Advanced Executive 
Programme)

Business 
Psychology
no fuss, 
just facts.
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Richard has 30 years’ experience in both the corporate and consulting environment 
in Australia, South Africa, and New Zealand. 

His areas of specialisation are in organisational effectiveness, employment  
engagement, and change management with considerable experience in leadership 
/capability assessment and diversity management and emerging talent  
development. This includes managing 3600 feedbacks, Assessment and  
Development Centres in New Zealand and Australia.

He is accredited to present a range of leading psychometrics and organisational  
development tools and he has provided consulting solutions to a number of  
clients in both the public and private sectors. Richard’s Human Resource expertise  
comprises a number of senior management roles in Barclays Bank, First National  
Bank and Rand Merchant Bank. He has headed up both Head Office and Divisional  
Functions giving him a strategic perspective combined with operational  
pragmatism. 

Richard’s diverse experience allows him to apply his professional and technical  
knowledge with a sound knowledge of business when providing consulting  
solutions. He has assessed, coached and developed several hundred senior  
executives, and emerging talent, and has a proven record in his ability to assist in 
identifying and in optimising both individual and maximising team effectiveness. 
This includes several strategic assignments at the executive management level for 
appointments	at	the	multinational	level	in	Australia,	Germany,	Canada	and	Papua	
New	Guinea.

He	founded	Business	Psychology	Limited	in	2001	and	has	worked	with:

Air New Zealand   
Ansett Airlines    
Auckland Transport   
Century Group 
Country Energy 
Doningtons 
Feltex 
First Advantage 

Richard Motet has been described as a HR leader in demonstrating how well- 
designed initiatives delight business owners, managers and employees alike, by 
adding real $ to increased profitability and to directly contributing to higher levels 
of employee engagement.

He is available as a guest speaker and team facilitator.

About Richard Motet

KSB Ajax 
North Shore City Council
SHL/Previsor 
Southpark Corporation 
Taranaki Regional Council 
Transfield Services 
Vodafone 
Westpac
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